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1. (a)(1) Prove that TCPτ (A, γ) ` x ‖ y = y ‖ x.
(b)(2) Prove that TCPτ (A, γ) ` a.(τ.x ‖ τ.y) = a.(x ‖ y).

2. A word σ ∈ A∗ is a trace of a state s in a transition-system space over the set of labels
A if, and only if, there exists a state s′ such that s σ−→∗ s′. We denote by tr(s) the set
of all traces of s. Two states are trace equivalent (notation: s ∼T t) if they have the
same sets of traces, i.e., if tr(s) = tr(t).

(a)(2) Prove that trace equivalence is a congruence on MPT(A).

(b)(2) Give an equation that is valid in P(MPT(A))/∼T , but not in P(MPT(A))/↔.
Motivate your answer with two proofs: one showing that your equation is indeed
valid in P(MPT(A))/∼T and the other showing that it is not valid in P(MPT(A))/↔.

(c)(2) Is the process theory MPT(A) a ground-complete axiomatisation of the model
P(MPT(A))/∼T ? (Motivate your answer.)

3. Consider the recursive specification E over TSP(A) with the following equations

X = a.X · Y + 1

Y = b.1 + 1

(a)(2) Formally derive, within the term deduction system for TSPrec(A), three transitions
that each have the closed TSPrec(A)-term

((µX.E) · (µY.E)) · (µY.E)

as source. (You may write X instead of µX.E and Y instead of µY.E.)

(b)(2) Sketch the transition system associated with µX.E by the term deduction system
for TSPrec(A).

(c)(3) Prove that the process in P(TSPrec(A))/↔ denoted by µX.E is not finitely defin-
able over BSP(A).

(See next page)
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4. LetD = {0, 1}, and letD⊥ = D∪{⊥}. We presuppose that the set of actions A is defined
by A = {i?d, o!d | d ∈ D} ∪ {`?d, `!d, `?!d | d ∈ D⊥}, that the communication function γ
satisfies γ(`?d, `!d) = γ(`!d, `?d) = `?!d for all d ∈ D⊥ and is undefined otherwise, and
that H, I ⊆ A are defined by H = {`?d, `!d | d ∈ D⊥} and I = {`?!d | d ∈ D⊥}.
We consider the recursive specification E consisting of following equations:

B =
∑
d∈D

i?d.Bd

Bd = `!⊥.Bd + `!d.B (d ∈ D)

C = `?⊥.C +
∑
d∈D

`?d.o!d.C .

(a)(3) Give a recursive specification F over BSP(A) (i.e., not using parallel composition
and encapsulation) including the definition of a recursion variable X such that

BCPrec(A, γ)+RSP ` µX.F = ∂H(µB.E ‖ µC.E) . (1)

Motivate your answer by proving Equation (1); in particular, explain how RSP is
used.

(b)(1) Let G be the recursive specification consisting of the following recursive equations

B =
∑
d∈D

i?d.B′d

B′d = o!d.B +
∑
e∈D

i?e.o!d.B′e (d ∈ D) .

Prove that the transition systems associated with the closed TCPτ,rec(A, γ)-terms
τI(∂H(µB.E ‖ µC.E)) and µB.G are rooted branching bisimilar.

(End of Examination)
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